Jedox + Procurement = Insight

Jedox provides powerful in-memory performance through a user-friendly interface. With Jedox, you eliminate Excel’s drawbacks, but still leverage your Excel skills to optimize procurement without being dependent on other departments. Jedox’s industry-leading implementation times mean you drive business improvements along your supply chain today.

Increase visibility

Jedox reads from your ERP and any other transactional source to bring development, financial, production and sales data together into KPIs. Combine quantitative output from supply analytics and market intelligence, with qualitative data from stakeholders.

Procurement Solutions:

✓ Sourcing maturity benchmarking
✓ Time-series spend analytics
✓ Logistic management
✓ Market Intelligence
✓ Collaborative spend planning
✓ Demand forecasting
✓ Cost-benefit analytics
✓ Top supplier identification
✓ Supplier purchasing capacity management

“By consolidating demand and ordering information with systematic procurement planning we’ve saved time and reduced costs.”

Jedox for Procurement

Leaner processes

Effective procurement is critical to staying up-to-date with supplier capacity, managing demand, controlling cash flow and cost, while maintaining quality. But how do you demonstrate your savings on the bottom line?

To streamline procurement planning and execution, you need transparent and timely data. Using Excel to manage spending and combine data from systems and departments creates Excel-hell. Instead of efficiently balancing quotas from suppliers and matching demand across buying centers, Excel-hell magnifies business risk. Low transparency undermines procurement’s role in promoting fair and open competition, and increases exposure to fraud and collusion.

Challenges for Procurement

⊲ Rising pressure on costs
⊲ Adapting to rapidly changing technology
⊲ Complex supply-chain structure
⊲ Shorter product lifecycles
⊲ Growing risks through complex procurement mechanisms

"The Jedox BI solution perfectly implements our clear-cut procurement strategy. Today, central coordination and consolidation in global purchase planning runs fast, efficiently and transparently.”

(Oliver Lawrenz, ABB Group, Vice President Supply Chain Management, System Solutions)
Plan and analyze collaboratively

Jedox includes a powerful planning workbench with statistical forecasting methods, empowering you to rapidly develop detailed spend plans and predict spending amounts and patterns over time. Create and share your own entry templates to allow managers to directly enter spend projections and orders for every buying-location and department through Jedox.

Jedox rules engine enables you to consider currency effects and adjust your planning interactivity, for better visibility, decisions, and accuracy. Compare forecast savings with actual transactions. Easy workflows mean you can keep track of activity across the most complex procurement processes, on a global scale.

Find profit in procurement

Jedox’s high-performance multidimensional analytical engine enables flexible aggregation over high data volumes by any criteria, from article and material fields, to suppliers, departments, and purchasers. Achieve meaningful benchmarks in seconds. Use insight to create incentives to improve supplier performance that drives cost-savings for you and your suppliers.

Learn more on www.jedox.com and discover Business-driven Intelligence for your organization.
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